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DAILY
Monday, November 7, 1977

ition Hike
1

ByEDLOP,EZ
LOBO' Staff Writer
Although exact dollar figures will
not be available until a later date,
the consensus· among UNM
representatives attending the state
Board of E~ucational Finance
(BEF) meetitig in Almagordo last
Friday is that state officials are
.leaning toward a tuition hike at
UNM for the next academic year. ~
UNM President William E. Davis
said he anticipates a tuition in.
crease, but does not know how

the use of a uniform tuition rate to finally m<~dc Its decision during the
determine financing for all six state upcoming session," said Garcia,
universities. Garcia told the LOBO He said a recent poll conducted by
a uniform tuition rate would insure the ASUNM Office of Research
· that a tuition increase at UNM and Consumer Affairs (ORCA)
would not result in an ap- indicated that approximately 80 per
propriations decrease in real terms cent of UNM students oppose a
tuition increase, and th<~t the
for the University.
committee
was not willing to
"For example, let's say the
compromise
on
the students' stand.
current ratio is 80-20 with 80 per
Garcia said the Lobby Comcent being state appropriations,"
said Garcia. "If there is a tuition mittee hopes to present a proposal
increase at UNM, the uniform for a uniform tuition rate to BEF
tuition rate would try to maintain members before the next meeting.
the same ratio.''
He said efforts to develop a finance
Garcia said with the way formula and other cornmittee
financingispresentlydetcrmined,a projects have been hampered by a
tuition increase at UNM does not lack of sufficient office space for
. necessarily mean the University the committee's staff.
would receive more money from the
Garcia said he does not believe
state. In effect, Garcia said, tuition the legislature will adopt a uniform.
·mition rate for school financing il1
iocreases at UNM arc subsidizing
.
.
.
'·
smaller schools that have no tuition the immediate future, but hopes it
hikes. What is needed, he said, is a will eventually do so. "Students at
finance formula that eliminates universities don't ha·ve as much
"political considerations" from the influence in the decision-making
process. "The process as they should, c6nsidcring
frustrating when you're sitting decision-making
Lobby Committee won't give up on that these decisions are affecting
there and you see people abusing its po~ition until the legislature has
them," Garcia said.
. the regulations and making
ridiculous motions.''
I '' - ;,. .
'-··:

··large i.t will be. No pplicy decisions increase t'or larger schools in the
emerged from the BEF meeting, he st~te and a 20 per cent increase for
said, yet there were presentations of smaller sch'ools as "the · fairest
five proposed finance formulas.
arrangement."
The BEF will make its final
. "It (BEF) is flexible in regard to
recommendati6ns on financing the· different finance formulas but
higher educa'tion in the state for does seem to be headed toward an
1978-79 when it meets in Santa Fe, increase in undergraduate tuition of
Nov. 17 and 18. Several legislative 14 per cent," said Leonard Garcia,
bodies, including the Legislative chairman of the ASUNM Lobby
Finance Committee, will review the Committee.
BEW proposals at a later date. ·
Garcia attended the BEF meeting
. Davis· described one formula . to present the Lobby Committee's
calling for. a 14 per cent tuition position of no tuition increase and
.
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By D.M. F'ynn
LOBO Asst. News Editor
''I quit because there was a iOt of
· nonsense that any staff member or
student should not put up with,''
. George Coston said after he quit his
job Friday as ASUNM secretary.
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,'Try to take accumte

records is almost impossible when people
are throwing paper airplanes, rattling their
.
chairs and dlatiing with
Coston, a clerical specialist lll,
said the staff members who work one anoth.er. ;,
for ASUNM are doing things that
ar'e not ASUNM related.

scribbled in light" pencil, he said.·
He cited· a memoranda for 'the
"Sue Pickett and J have literally ·
Office of Research and Consumer
been straining our eyes to see what
Affairs (ORCA) which he typed
a word is or where 'the periods are.
and mimeographed. "ORCA has·
Pickett is the ASUNM depar-tment
their own staff; now I assume they
secretary:
have someone who can type."
Coston also cited a document,
Coston, who also types all of the
which he also typed, -about
senate's
legislation, said, "I spent a
"Religion and Life ~eek."
lot of time with a dictionary· trying
"Trying to take accurate records to decipher what they were talking
is almost impossible when people about. I don't see how they could
are throwing paper airplanes, have any sense of responsibility
rattling their chairs and chatting when they're not responsible.
with one another," Coston said of
An ASUNM senator in the fall of
the senate meetings. As secretary, it
1976,
Coston said. there are two
was Coston's responsibility to take
the minutes and :record them for student government officers, one
distribution to the senate and senator and a committee chairman
who were hard workers and
University administration.
"I'm not afraid of work, but let's
be realistic about what a person
should do," Coston said.
Senators turn in legislation

;

.

.-.·

'

"You get this impression that
they (the senate) haven't taken the
time to at least glance over the
rules. For intelligent .college
students they could do a Jot better," he said.
, The Senate could improve itself if
senatorg ••take thetime·1:o'readihe··
constitution, standing rules and bylaws. and show some common
courtesy to· people when they're
speaking on an issue," he said.
The senate's courtesy toward
persons speaking to the group has
been "practically, nill with this
bunch," he said.
He said the senate would improve
if it were more serious about
ASUNM money. '"They treat the
money in the reserve fund like
paper money and just dole: it out,
forgetting that it is technically the
taxpayers money."

Coston, who is also leaving
because of another job, said, "I
Coston said he is familiar with have few regrets about leaving.
the ASUNM Constitution laws and Student government has the
parliamentary procedure because of potential to ·do so much, but they
his experience as. a senator. "It's won't.."
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Th• G•n•,•l Stolfi on H•rv•nl SE l'fiC8illfld • bit of d.col'lltiv•
illust,atlons Fnday night fmm •n unknown artist. Th• vand•lalso
hlft • ffiW more choiCfl won/6--a/1 of which w•re som.what mom
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Moped: It's Not
·Just a New Fad·
i .
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By LORI LACEDONIA
LOBO Staff Writer
On Satt!rday, Mr. Moped had ~is mopeds on display at the
Coronado Mall. Passers-by had this to say -- "Mopeds are fun,"
"Mopeds, are cheap, you can't beat 150 miles to thegallon." I like
_them because they're not to heavy and they're easy tq ride." "Mopeds
· are economical, a good way to get around town and most of all the
they conserve energy."
AI l<:elly, President of Mr. Moped LTD, det1ned a moped as a
motorized bicycle. He said, "A moped's maximum speed is 25 miles
an hour. It has one and a half horse-power and it is under 50 cc." He
said that the word moped was derived from the concept of motor
peedle; because that is what'a moped is.
John Cacciatore, a spokesman for J&J Mopeds, described the
history of mopeds. "The whole idea of a moped started in Europe
after WWII. Mopeds developed because of a Jack of fuel and
materials for building transportation. The whole concept behind a
moped is that it is a utility vechile that is good for economical,
transportation.'' Cacciatore went on to say that mopeds are practical
and fun for day-to-day use.
Cacciatore described the rising interest and the number of sales of
mopeds because of the simplicity in the engine and their economical
use. Although there are no recently released safety statistics in the
(cont. on page 6)
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For 'Full' Civil Rights

--~~~CllD
~L7#·~

OpposinQ Groups Join

B

WASHINGTON
(UPI)
released by the Leadership ConDespite strong di ffercnces of ference
on
Civil
Rights,
_::, opinion on the Bakke reverse acknowledged they had fought over
·a discrimination case, 77 national the case of Allan Bakke, a White
0 organizations said Sunday they will man who charged special programs
8 conti nuc to work together "to for minorities kept him out of the
·~ secure full civil right& for all our University of California Medical
School.
::1: citizens."
The groups, in a sratement
The case is now before the
z
Supreme Court.
"Whatever the decision in the
Bakke case, we shall work together
in the future, as we have in the past,
New Mexico
to secure full civil rights for all our
DAILY LOBO
citizens and to help realize those
social and economic conditions in
Vol. 82
38J•o• No· 54
which alone the fulfillment of those
1he N~w M(r:dco Dollfl LobJ Is publlsheJ
rights is possible," the statement
~nnday ~hrough Friday !.!Very regular week
CJf the Unlvcr*y year and weekly during the
said,
SUrr1!11Cr session by the Board of Student
J'ubllc11tlonsof tim Unlvcr~Jly ol New Mc:dco,
Sig~crs of the statement said they
and Is. not fint~nchlil}' 11~soclatcd with UNM.
would
continue to fight for
Sccund clu.~~ po.~lagc ]HIId 11t Alhuqucrquc,
New Mexlcu 87131. Suhscr!ptloo rato is
government policies and programs
~lO,OOfor the academia year.
that "establish as a matter of right
The opiuloru expr~scd on thll cdltorlal
1111gcs of Tho Dally l.obo ure tllOSll or tlw
a job at a living for everyone willing
uuthor solely. Unslg:nt.O opinion is that of thti
to work or who can be qualified for
cdltorlrU buurtl of The Dally Lol>o, Nothing
,t1 rfntl·d In The Dally Lobo ncct"S..~aril)
work by training ... "
n:~ntS' the vJows uf the Unlvs:rslty of New
Mc.dt'Q,
•
They also pledged to work for a
"a guaranteed incol)le, sufficient

by living in dignity, for all those ·
unable to work; a decent home in a
decent environment for all;
education to the limit . of each
person's ability and medfcal care
for all in sickness and in health."
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Christmas
Portrait
5x7
($10.00 Value)
ABSOLUTELY
NO STRINGS
ATTACHED

Sunda~

November 13
10 am to 4 pm only

No appointment
necessdry- just
come between
10 a.m. & 4 P-· m.
A Ch'ristmas offer to UNM, U of A and TVI Students,
Faculty &.. staff and immediate family: wife, husband,
chddren, mother, father.

265-2444

A - Photographer
1717 Girard NE

North of Indian School

*
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La Casa Del Sol

'

·Buy One, Get one FREE

~
~
~
~

Monday Nov .. 7 Tacos
Tuesday Nov. 8 Burritos
~ Wednesday Nov. 9 Tamales
~ Thursday Nov. iO Tostodas
~ Friday Nov.· 11 Green Enchiladas
~
with Sour Cream
~·

·~
~

~
~

~

Visit us on the top
floor of the New Mexico Union

.

. Nuestro Casa Su Casal

.

.
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Bill's Hair Design

,

.

Now offering a Shampo9,
Cut & Style for only $10°0
Fo1' you1' convenience call jo1' app 't
good thru Nov. 12, 1977
1}000

WASHINGTON- The filing of charges against ex-CIA Director
Richard Helms was a "precedent-setting event" that makes it clear
U.S. investigative agencies must act within the law, Vice President
Walter Mondale said Sunday.
Helms pleaded no contest Monday, Oct. 31, to two misdemeanor
counts of failing to testify "fully, completely and accurately" before
a Senate subcommittee about covert attempts to influence Chilean '
politics. He was fined $2,000 and sentenced to a two-year suspended
prison term Friday by U.S. District Judge· Barrington Parker.

Dairy Queen* braziet
has it all
Food and·Dessert

Flash Flooding Kills 3

1}000

Regular Size
SUNDAES
for the price of one
With this coupon

Free Bagels

Dissident Flees 'Russia

with every purchase of $2.00
or more
Expires Nov. 9,1977

~IENNA, Austria - A leading dissident forced out of the Soviet
Umon under threat of c:iminal charges arrived in Vienna Sunday and
urged the west to contmue efforts to save the Soviet human rights
movement from destruction.
Mrs. Tatyana Khodorovic, trustee of a fund set up by exiled writer
Alexander Solz?enitsyn to aid imprisoned Soviet dissidents said the
KGB Secret Pohce warned her to emigrate or face unspecified criminal
charges.
.

Sunday he has not received notice
of any further moves to delay the
trial, which ha~ been postponed
numerous times in a dispute among
relatives, corporate associates and
various mysterious figures over the
late millionaire's huge estate.
Hayes said he plans to start jury
selection this morning.
The
three-page will
was
discovered in the Salt Lake City
headquarters of the Mormon
Church three weeks after the
reclusive indistrialistdied last year.
It names the church and former
Utah gas station operator Melvin
Dummar, who delivered the will, as
beneficiaries, along with several
universities, the boy scouts, hughes
medical institute in Miami and his
former wives and top aides.
Hughes' relatives, not named in
the Mormon will, claim it is a
forgery. Some of the relatives tried
to . force Hayes off the case by
claiming his Mormon faith would
prejudice him toward the will.

t}OOO

Valid only at 2300 Central or 12th & 1-40

ASH.EVILLE, N.C.- Five persons, including three small children,
were killed and hundreds of others were driven from their homes
Sunday by heavy rains that caused flash flooding in the western North
Carolina Mountains.
s.tatc and local officials said damage to roads, bridges, homes and
bus111esses would run to millions of dollars.

Coupon Valid 2pm-closing
Good at Winrock and University Locations

I
'

Perry's Pizza

I.
I

Buy One Slice
GetOneFr~e

I

But the Nevada Supreme Court
said there must be more than an
unsupported appearance of impropriety to remove a judge.
Dummar said he picked up
Hughes hitchiking in the desert in
1968. He said he received the will
from a courier after Hughes' death.
The courier was identified as
Lavane Forsythe, an Anchorage,
Alaska, contractor who said he
acted as Hughes' courier for more
than .a decade.
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t
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f
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"'SOMon.A

~

'
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SUBS

2206 Central SE
For outgoing orders call 255-3696

About 100 witnesses. have been
called for the trial, which is expected to last up to six months.
The possibility of a last-minute
legal move by Hughes' relatives or
!he State of Texas concerned
participants because Texas also
claims Hughes· as a resident and
could collect as much as $300
million in estate taxes if its claim is
upheld. A riot her trial is set for Nov.
14 in Houston over the same will.

Thurs. 10-10
Fri.10-12
Sat.10-12
Sun. 10:30-6p.m.

8S24/ndian School NE
3920 Central SE
6301 Menaul NE
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A 'Precedent-Setting Event'

Trial Will Determine
Validity o.f Hughes ·Will
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (UP I)- The
long-awaited trial to determine the
validity of the so-called "Mormon
will" of Howard Hughes is
sched~led to begin today.
District Judge Keith Hayes said

I

with this coupon

OYSTER BAY COVE, N.Y.
(UP I) French Arch bishdp.
Marcel Lefebvre, who heads a
society defying the vatican by
celebrating the Catholic mass in
Latin, Sunday dedicated the
society's
North
American
headquarters.
Lefebvre ignored a ban by the
local bishop, while about 700
followers of the French prelate had
to walk the last half-mile to the
dedication of the headquarters of
the "Roman Catholic Pius X
Society" because of a courtordered ban on parking in the ultraexclusive i1eighborhood.
The society's new offices are on
the estate of the late sportsman
William Woodward, who was
shotgunned to death by his wife.
Local officials have challenged in
court the use of the estate as a
religious headquarters, charging it
would create insufferable traffic
problems.
Lefebvre and three other priests
including Rev. Clarence Kelly, the
society's head in North America,
celebrated a 90-minute solemn mass
in a chapel adjacent to the bedroom
where Woodward was slain.

~

~

Georgia Dam Bursts
TOCCOA, Ga. - A wall of red water gushed from .a rain-s~aked
earthen dam before dawn Sunday, sending an avalanche of water·
n; ud, trees, boards and other debris smashing down on a sleep in~ ·
b1b.Je college campus nestled in the northeast Geoq;ia mountains. ·
·
Georgia Civil Defense officials said at least 37 people died. Two
pe,rsons were reported missing and presumed dead, and over 60 were
IOJUI'ed,
..

Rebel
With
Cause

Dress worm, outdoor light will be used

Dogs, cots, pets welcome

By United Press International
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Same Old
,Protestors

Editorial
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The Canal: Should We Give It Up?

[!.LMJ'~C9~

r-:

Just As Bad

j:

li

)

I

'
Editor;
j
I would be w,illing to wager that
the majority of those . who are
against the ratification of the
Panama Canal treaty-were also part
of the majority who opposed the
war in Viet Nam. Take a careful
look at the situation which now
exists in the Republic of Panania,
'There is an amazing parallel of
spirited nationalism between the
Panamanians and the South
Vietnamese. If the treaty is not
ratified, we should expllct the same
widespread opposition as did occur
throughout Viet Nam. Let's not
create another .needless conflict
with our Latin American neighbors.

"""~

Those who made threats on the life of anti-gay activist Anita Bryant
and forced her to cut short a working visit to New York City are actually
7, working against the gays' struggle for equal rights.
g:• By threatening Bryant's life and forcing her to cancel public ape.. pearances they are trying to deny her the same rights she is trying to
deny homosexuals.
Last week, Bryant cancelled a press conference to publicize her new
book, "The Anita Bryant Story" because gay activists scheduled a
march outside the site for the press conference. There were also threats
made on the former Florida orange juice industry spokesman's life.
WE ABHOR the recent efforts by Bryant to deny equal rights in
housing and employment to gays. And found some poetic justice in the
orange juice industry's decision to drop. her as a spokesperson for that
group.
We feel, however, that threats to her life stink of the same kind of
Hitlerism that she preaches.
'
We have chastised Bryant for trying to deny homosexuals the right to
make a living. We must then chastise whoever tries to deny her right to
make a living.
WE ARE SYMPATHETIC to the cause of the homosexuals, and
while not condoning threats, we can certainly understand gays lashing
out at the person who has done them the most harm.
Peaceful protests, letter-writing campaigns, and strong lobbying
efforts are effective and democratic ways of fighting back.
Threatening to wipe out youi opposition through murder is not.
Spokespersons for the Coalition for Lesbian and Gay rights said they
"deplore" any efforts to threaten Bryant's life and so we are not attacking them, merely the person(s) who made the threats.
HOPEFULLY. THIS COUNTRY is moving toward the day when
there will be no racial or sexual barriers. But vigilante criminal tactics
like thts make no strides toward that glorious day.

Z.

Those Lines
The next time you're on one of those never-ending long lines at
UNM, or you get the run-around, red-tape snow job while trying to get
some records, dbn't be cussing out the worker behind the counter.
That person is probably new to the job.
The University Staff Association (USA) is working to raise UNM
office workers sa/aries so the turnover rate <!mong office workers won't
be so high·. And that person behind the counter will have been in that
job long enough to know what they're doing.
New officers were elected last Wednesday and the new blood may be
able to draw some better response from the administration.
THE GROUP of secretaries, clerical workers and other office employes, want to make the same amount of money as office workers
employed by the Albuquerque Public Schools (APS). USA claims that
some UN M workers are paid 33 per cent less than APS employes who
do the same work.
"The s.t~dent is_ the one who really suffers," USA spokesperson
Susan Wllhams sa~d recently. She said UNM office workers use UNM
as "a training ground" and then move on to higher paying jobs with
APS, the city or the county. Students get the shaft because there is not
continuity to filing systems or other office methods due to the high
turnover rate of 20 to 25 per cent for new Personnel.
WHILE MANY CAMPUS and off-campus groups have supported
the cause of USA, the reason for the lack of parity is the already
overstretched UNM budget, says President William Davis.
After much ado, new office workers were granted a five per cent pay
increa~e, but that did nothing for the long-time workers.
Dav!s ~?s s.et Wage parity for UNM office workers as one of UNM's
top pnontres rf a healthy appropriation hike is received from the New
Mexico Le~islature.
SO IT APPEARS that things are looking up for USA. But we must
urge t~e new o!fi~e_rs to keep the pressure on. Priorities have a way of
becommg de-pnorrtrzed when the money comes in.
When, and if, the pay hikes come through, maybe students five years
from now won't have such a tough time with UNM offices because the
workers will have been around awhile.

LOBO editorial phone 27r·5656
LOBO Editorial Staff:
Editor-In-chief: Tim Gallagher
Mar~aglng Editor. Rebekah Szymanski
News tditor: Dolores Wood
Asst. News Editor: D.M. Flynn
Photo Editor: Wendell T. Hunt
Sports Editor: Peter Madrid
Arts Editor: George Gesner
Copy Editor·: Koren Wal$ton
Ad Manager: Frank Salazar
EDITORIALS~ Unsigned editorials rep"'esent a majority opinion of the LOBO editorial
board .. Ail Other columns, cartoons, and fetters represent the opinion of the author and do
not necessarily reflect the View of the editorial board.
LETIERS: Letters to tha editor must be typed~< and signed With the author's name
signalure, address, and telephone number. Letters to the edltot should be no longer tha~
300 words although exceptions Will be made If the topic warrants so. Only the name of the
author will be printed and names wilt not be Withheld.
OPiNIONS: Opinions must by typed and signed with the author's name, signature, ad·
dress and telephone number. Opinions should be no longer than 500 words. Only the namf'1
of author will be printed and names will not be withheld.
All su'bmlssions become the property of the NeW Mexico Dally LOBO and wlll be edited
.only for length or possibly libelous content. If any changes are made, the 3:uthorwlll be ccnta.cted to discuss changes.

Michael F. Rogers
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Disabled Dilemna

Editor:
. "Help/ I cant't get off campus" and similar statements have run in
'the Lobo for about two weeks. This ad was paid for by DOC (Disabled
On Campus Organization) to call attention to architectural barriers one
of which is the absence of curb cuts allowing wheelchairs to go 'onto
sidewalks.
Now, ~nybody realizes that where an automobile can go, a
wheelcharr can. But contrary to popular opinion, the two objects can
not occupy the same place in time-- they just don't go together. If you
think crossing Central Ave. is hard for an ambulatory "able-bodies"
person, try it sometitne in a wheelchair.
personally _believe UN M has come a long way in eliminating architectural ba~ners. In 1967, when I first attended UNM, there was only
one student 1n a wheelchair, compared to at least fifteen now. An
additional 150 people handicapped in one form or another, also need
the use of ramps, elevators, curb cuts, and accessible class rooms.
But I believe there is still more to be done. The good climate conditions here in Albuquerque are especially desirable for handicapped
individuals. Many disabled people can not resist adverse weather
conditions which means more handicapped people will be attending
UNM in the future.
If th'e median is widened on Central Ave., and the city buses can't get
off the main thoroughfare easily, there will be a horrendous traffic jam
on the second most used street in the city, Central Ave.
With the above mentioned conditions, what chance does a
wheelc:hair pedestrian have of getting across Central Ave: in a traffic
jam and remaining alive?
How about doing away with all parking on Central Ave., having a
bicycle lane that buses can stop in to allow for loading and unloading
people, and throw 1n a few curb cuts on Yale and Stanford --just for
good measure.
Steve Jacobson

le1
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Editor:

PIRG Philosophy

The editorial in the Oct. 31 issue of the LOBO regarding the affirmativ" ection policy of NMPIHG was one of the most plant pieces of
yellow journalism to date to darken your editorial pages. My opinion
of the LOBO has hovered -around average, but now has sunk to
asking, minimally for a retraction if the resignation of the responsible
party (SIC). It seems to be much easier for the LOBO to print editorials
with half-truths, selective discrepancies or total distortions than to
take the time and do the qualitative investigative ~ork it takes to
produce a newspaper with editorial accountability and credibility.
I have participated in the hiring committees at NMPIRG since May
1976 and the ongoing philosophy has always been one of hiring
applicants who are the most qualified regardless of sex, race af creed,
who reflect the racial and cultural proportions of New Mexico and
who reflect a balance between the University and the community
·
interests of all the stUdents.
This philosophy is reflected in the selection of Eli~abeth RemageHealey as the director of NMPIRG. Her past experience includes being
the assistant director of the career services at Harvard. David Miller,
the researcher, has a law degree from Washington University at St.
Louis, plus teaching lobbying experience. And Richard Moore,
regrettably the only minority on the staff, has 10 years experience
organizing in the community and state. These quality people, I might
add, are working for below the prevailing wage in New Mexico to
serve the interest of students on this campus.
By offering the LOBO these facts about the NMPIRG staff I feel I've·
done a fair amount of your investigative reporting and feel tthe absolute minimum is a retractiOQ. Offering inflamatory editorials without
objective research into the larger social issues, especially those
surrounding affirmative action, serve only to cloud the facts and
discredit the LOBO.
J. Wallace-Moss
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through the canal. (After all, in the
The United States <Jnd the
language of neutrality some are
Republic of Panama recently
more neutral than others). The
agreed on new terms on the
U.S.
gaveassurancesthatthisdoes
control, functioning and defense of
not
mean
that the Americans have
the Panama Canal and its vicinity,
received
the
right to interfere in
In this brief assessment I would like
Panama's internal affairs. (An
to discuss some factors which may
help to judge the two treaties ments. All Americans were to be military establishment and the interesting legal point could be
already signed by the respective under Panamanian law and National Guard of Panama until raised here once the entire canal
governments,
jurisdiction receiving no special Dec. 31, 1999) The Canal zone will becomes part of Panama).
PANAMA has also promised not
FIRST, THE new treaties ought treatment, Finally, the United survive until the year 2000,
to
violate all U.S. records and
to be placed in a much broader States would pay $8 billion to although progressively Panama
installations,
and granted full
context than that of bilateral Panama in compensation for would have jurisdiction over it.
relations. After all, the history of previous use of the canal and for
PANAMA had to retreat on the freedom of movement inside
the Panama Canal cannot be the military bases in its territory.
matter of the canal's defense. The Panama to Americans working in
separated from the international
"AS THE treaty indicates, the new agreement establishes that the the canal or in canal-related accontext of which it is a part. The United States accepted, after tnuch United States has the permanent tivities. They are exempted from
panama Canal was one more ex- disagreement, the Panamanian and indefinite right to intervene by Panamanian civil law. Thus, impression of the overall expansionist tifT1e·table of withdraw!. On the military means if the canal's munity and extraterrritoriality, two
imperialism the United States matter of the military bases a "neutrality"
is
threatened. features of old colonialism, are
..,
practiced at the turn of the century. compromise was reached. The Neutrality has been defined as a preserved.
ON
THE
matter
of
compensation
This was the American variant of
U.S. wou.ld consolidate the 14 canal that remains open, secure,
the "'Age of Imperialism" with its bases into three military complexes accessible and efficient to all. Panama will obtain somewhere
concommittant colonial enclaves away from densely populated Moreover, by the Oct. 14, 1977 between $295 to 345 million from
throughout the wqrld.
centers. (The treaties, for the first "statement
of u'nderstanding" the Export-Import Bank, the
By 1he 1970s the non-aligned time, legalize the presence of issued by Carter and Torrijos the Overseas Private Investment
movement had more adherents. military bases in the zone. None of United States has the right to act Corporation and AID. In other
than ever, and the very correlation the treaties before 1977 granted the against "any aggression or threat words, the concept of comof forces within the Uniterl N~ti~-~ U.S. such right. Yet 68 per cent of directed against the canal." And in pensation had been transformed
and other international bodies· the zone has been occupied for the case of emergency U.S. into short-and long-term loans.
attested to it. Moreover, in this military purposes. The bases are to · warships can go to the head of the Also, instead of the $2.3 million
decade the
underdeveloped be jointly operated by the U.S. line of vessels waiting to pass Panama received yearly for the tolls
1 the amount will be
countries moved toward greater
organizaion and solidarity, even
making concerted demands on the
former colonialist and hegemonic
powers. Obviously in such a
changing world 19th century
concepts of foreign policy and
domination turned into mere
<Jtavistic remnants. The most
perceptive foreign policy advisers
of the United States understood
this well.
LAST December the Center
for Inter American Relations issued
a study "The United States and
Latin America: The Next Steps"
know as the (Sol) Linowitz Report.
It noted that the U.S. could no
longer presume that Latin America
would simply follow American
leadership. "To help win the
cooperation of countries of Latin
America, the new administration
should cleiJrly reject outmoded
policies based on domination and
paternalism." Such a view has now
become policy. Indeed in the
Linowitz Report Panama received
priority because it exemplified a
place where a reorientation was
called for. The new approach,
implemented by the Carter administration, however, is not a
radical departure in policy objective, although it is different in its
methods.
AT LEAST since April 1964
Panama had urged the U.S. to
agree to a "just and equitable"
treaty. But the negotiations begun
that year faced numerous difficulties as to what constituted just
and equitable. Indeed, during the
13 years of negotiations talks were
broken on 14 occassions. (In 1973
Panama went as far as calling upon
the U.N. Security Council for help.
The Security Council replied by
calling in a resolution for a "rapid
signing of a fair and equitable
treaty" and taking the Panamanian
position. The U.S. vetoed it).ltwas
only on Feb. 7, 1974 that the two
countries agreed on basic principles
as guidelines. The following year
the OAS in a resolution sided with
the Panamanians. Finally, in
If you want a super happy family, bring 'em to Taco
August 1977 after Carter became
Villa for some Wednesday night happiness -taco and
president the two treaties were
combo burritos, three of each for just $2.44.
··
finalized.
They're the tasty treats you always find at Taco Villa
THE TERMS of these treaties
-big, hearty portions chock full of goodness that's
are of great significance because
sure to make everybody's tummy say, "Thanks a lot!"
they give us an index by which we
can measure U.S. foreign policy
toward Latin America, And the
question that arises is: Who has
gained? To answer it is necessary,
first, to outline the Panamanian
position. Panama, over the years
wanted the following: The United
·Stfltes had'to depart from the zone
by the year 2000, and dismantle all
of its 14 military ba~es as soon as
the treaty was ratified. The Canal
zone as such was to be liquidated
immediately, and the security as
2608 Central, S.E .
well as the neutrality of the canal
would be guaranteed by the United
Nations through multilateral agree

GUEST OPINION
by Nelson P. Valdes

increased from $65 to $100 million
in the next 23 years. Still, that will
be about 25 per cent of the total
revenues the Canal Company
presently receives,
THE FINAL question then is:
should we support the canal
treaties? Seventy eight per cent of
the American public opposes the
ratification of the treaties on
narrow, jingoistic, arguments (This
is an awesome testimony of the
deeply rooted imperialistic ideology
of this country), 1 think, however,
that from the standpoint of panama
in particular, and Latin America in
general, it should be supported. On
principle, at least, the treaties
commit the United States to the
eventual termination of its colonial
enclave in Panama. But we should
have no illusions, Panama has
accepted the treaties bec(luse it has
no other choice. The present terms
still allow the U.S. to decide
whether it should intervene in a
Latin American country. The treaty
should be ratified, but the defense
and real neutrality of the canal
should be under the jurisdiction of
Panama in cooperation with the
OAS or the United Nations,
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Don ·Bolles' Past
Filled With
Threats
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Panama

exploded beneath I ; car in a hotel
parking lot where nc had gone to
meet a tipster, Eleven days later,
after doctors amputated both legs
and one arm, the 47-year-old Bolles
died at St. Joseph's Hospital.
Bolles began his journalism
career with the Associated Press in
1953 and joined the Republic staff'
in I 962.
Bolles' first major investigative
reporting for the Phoenix
newspaper involved irregularities in
the state tax commission and the
-rstatc corporation commission.
1 While none of the commissioners
I were ever convtcted of any crimes,
1 none was re-elected and Bolles'
DC) 1 effo~ts ~on him a Pulitzer prize
I nommallon.
I In later years, Bolles wrote the

PHOENIX, Ariz. (UP!) - for
12 years reporter Don Bolles
probed organized crime, land fraud
and governmental corruption in
Arizona and he often received
threats.
But, it wasn't until several
months after he asked to be relieved
as an investigative reporter for the
Arizona Republic that the worst
came to pass.
On J unc 2, 1976, Bolles was
mortally wounded by a bomb that
~
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l1 Morning-Placement
Tues., Nov. 8th
I
office J.
Afternoon-Chicano Studies ..1
,1_______________

Frisbee players stretch for the
disk during this weekend's first
annual Duke City Flyers and
KRKE U/timeet. 1'he meet was
presented by the Rocky Mountain Frisbee Association

SOLAS
organizer
June
Edmundson said, "We want to
provide the general public with an
opportunity to analyze different
view points on issues involved with
the Panama Canal Treaties.
SO LAS is struck by the importance

!cont. on p•o• 11

SUNG LASS HD'QTS

Ray-Bans, Photo-Chrome,
Gradients, Mirrors, or PolGrizcd,

Casey Optical Co.
(nexl riofJr Wt:(l..~ey Hcxall Drug

Lomas at Washington
255-6329

•••

IRA
Fulfills
Pledge

The University of New Mexico
~iterary/Arts Magazine
Advisory Board
is now accepting applications
for the position of

Editor-In-Chief
Applications will be reviewed by the Advisory board:
Rudy Anaya - Creative Writing Department
Gene Frumkin· Creative Writing Department
Rod Lazorik- Art Department
Mickie J14cConnell ·Art Department
Marta Weigle- Student Publications Board
and the magazine interim staff.
Selected applicants wm be interviewed by the advisory Board at
10:00 a.m. Wednesday, November 16 in Marron Hall room 104.
Applications arc available in Marron Hall room 105
between 8:30a.m. and 4:30p.m. daily.
Deadline for returning applications to Marron Hall room 105
is 12: DO noon Thursday, November 10.

Icon~.

DUBLIN, Ireland (UP!) - The
last wish of Irish Republican Army
(IRA) militant Frank Stagg, who·
died eight months ago after a 61day hunger strike in Britain's
wakefield Prison, was that he be
buried in a Republican grave.
His testament was fulfilled
Sunday when his remains, stolen
from a guarded grave in a bizarre
plot hatched by IRA supporters,
was reinterred 70 yards away in a
section of a County Mayo cemetery
reserved for Republican heroes.
Stagg, 32, who died in February
lcoot, on page 7)

Thanx 4 Your Support
Any Questions
or Problems
Please call2~7·8968
Mimi Swanson
· ASUNM Senator
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(cont. from page 6)

Mopeds_

U.S.,. Cacciatore quoted those released in Europe, "On the average,
motorcycles had six to one more accidents than mopeds and cars had
three to one. He also said that mopeds and bicycles were equal safety
wise.
The spokesman for J&J mopeds continued to say that mopeds
aren't just a new fad, for it is a vehicle that has been around since the
turn of the centry." In his store he said the sales have been picking up
greatly although all types of people buy mopeds, in many cases, " they
have been mostly women from 35 to 65.
Although mopeds are fun, economical and cheap, certain
regulations do exist. AI Kelly from Mr. Moped described ihe
regulations. "You have to be 13 years or older and have a valid New
Mexico Drivers liscense. It doesn't need to be registered and you do
not need a license plate or i~surance of any kind. He also added that
since it only goes up to 25 miles an hours, you can not take it on the
·
freeway.
As far as mopeds popularity , Kelly had this to say, "The whole
concept of a moped is not just a fad, for there are over 15 million of .
them in Europe and they have been around for over 40-years."
AI Kelly described the sales in his store as going swell and he said,
"People like mopeds for many reasons, beside being cheap, fun to
ride and economical, they are easy to park and arc great for shopping,
going to work, or just to run an errand."
John Cacciatore of J&J mopeds said that there are 35 different
manufactures and AI Kelly of Mr. Moped said that there are also 100
different brands. They both approximated the prices to range from
$300 to $700. Some of the most famous brands are MotoBecane,
Cimatti, Puch, and Garelli.
Kelly said, "Mopeds are easy to handle since they weigh about 90 to
· 100 pounds on the average, while a large motorcycle weights about
700 pounds. Mopeds cost about a fourth of what a good motorcyle
would and kelly added, "you can park a moped anywhere and you
don't have to worry about paying insurance fees.''
Louise MecNellie described the classifications of a moped. "I
believe there are three different classifications. One is for the conscious econmomical person who is watching his budget; others buy it
for fun and still many buy a moped because it is the in-thing to do."
Louise MecNellie also said that in L.A. slone, Mopeds are driven all
over the place. In Sun City Arizona, MecNellie said "Senior Citizens
are buying mopeds and using them for all their needs. She added,
"Beside being fun, economical and practical, mopeds are also low on
pollutants."
MecNellie said, "I like to ride a moped because I can zoom by on
it. H
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of these treaties to Latin American
affairs."
Each speaker will have 10 to 12
minutes
to
make opening
statements, Edmundson said, and
then a lengthy question-and-answer
session with the audience will be
held.
Edmundson said she hopes the
public will "ask tough questions"
?f the forum speakers: "All the
Jargon about the treaues that we
hea~ tends .to obscure rather than
clanfy the 1ssue. ~e want to have
these experts a;~1lable so people
can get the facts ..
Joggers participate in Saturday's jog-a-thon at the University stadium. The event attracted about
UNM professors scheduled to
participate in the forum include 150 runners and an estimated $10,()(}(} was raised as a result.
Mopeds on display. These motorized bikes can travel up to 25 mph.
sociology professor Gilbert Merkx,
history professor Noel Pugach,
international law professor AI
Utton and political science·
professor James Ray. The panel {cont. from page 61
HAY A 'r SHALOM
will be moderated by political during a hunger strike to protest the during which IRA supporters
vowed
they
would
honor
Stagg's
science professor Karen Remmer.
British Government's refusal to last request for burial in a
Recorded Message
transfer him to a Northern Ireland Republican plot 70 yards away,
Phone 296-8568
jail, was origin ally buried in beside fellow hunger striker
government section of Liegue Michael Gaughan, who died earlier
Cemetery in Ballina, 'County Mayo. in an English prison.
attempted to keep the appointment
The burial was held under strict
Christmas
In the months after the burial,
anyway ..
security, surrounded by armoured police posted guards in the
~"-+==t
BOOK
Adamson called Bolles at the cars, helicopters, uniformed police
cemetery to block the IRA from
hotel to cancel the meeting and as and hundreds of plainclothes
SALE
carrying out its graveside pledge.
Bolles backed his car out of the detectives.
~-..,....nOV 14-18
parking lot the bomb exploded.
Only the Hunger striker's 278am-5pm
Adamson, a greyhound dog year-old wife, Bridie, his brother
TYPING
SERVICE
breeder, pleaded guilty to second- and sister represented the family at
• Professional
degree murder in return for a 20 the funeral services for Stagg, who
• Reasonable
220 Journalism Building
year prison sentence. He also was serving a 12-year sentence for
(comer of Yale & Central)
agreed to testify against Phoeniz conspiracy at the time of his death.
• IBM Selectrlcs
268-8515
See Our Ad In1'1rursday's Lobo
contractor Max Dunlap and
The action
chandler plumber James Robison,
who were convicted Sunday of firstdegree murder and conspiracy in
Bolles' death. Adamson claimed
that Dunlap hired him on behalf of
Phoenix liquor magnate Kemper
Marley Sr. to kill Bolles and that
Robison helped him in the killing.
Marley was the subject of a series
of articles by Bolles after he was
appointed to the state racing
commission and he resigned the
post after only a few days in office.
Marley, who has not been charged
USED PAPERBACKS 70c AN INCH
in the case, testified during the trial
of Dunlop and Robison that he had
SELECT NEW PAPERBACKS 59c AND 98c
nothing to so with Bolles' death.
Robison and Dunlap also denied
the accusations made by Adamson.
Bolles' death spurred the investigative reporters and editors to
CRAFT, PICTURE, COOKBOOKS GIFT BOOKS
send a team of reporters to Arizona
for a six-month probe of many of
CLASSICAL
the same topics previously covered
POP
by Bolles. The group issued a
FROM
COUNTRY
controversial23-part, I 00,000 word
series that concluded that organized
crime was active in Arizona and
LOBO· JACKETS
had been encouraged and protected
by prominent Arizona politicians..

• • •

IRA

Immediate instructor positions open at Navy Nuclear Power
School Orlando, Fla. Other options available. Minimum of
Bachelors degree in mathematics, physics, nuclear physics
m: engineering with a GPA of 3.2 or higher. Must be between the ages of 19 and 29.
Sign up in Placement Office
for a personal interview or
send resume to:
Nuclear Power Manager,
P.O. Box 8667,
Albuquerque, N.M. 87108
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Bolles

first stories on land fraud in
Arizona, a subject that has garnered national attention since that
time. The newsman also looked
into the operations of the Emprise
Corp., A Buffalo, N:Y., firm that
controlled Arizona's dog racing
tracks, and wrote about Mafia
infiltration
into
legitimate
businesses in the state.
The years of ,investigative
reporting frustrated Bolles because
ofticials seemed to ignore the
corruption that he uncovered.
A fellow investigative reporter,
AI Sitter, summed up Bolles'
feelings shortly after the bombing ..
"He would work hard, building
expose after expose, and absolutely
nothing would happen in the way of
corrective measures, no response on
the state government level or the
federal level," Sitter said.
"He hadn't given up, but he had
developed the impression that the
general public didn't care and
neither did anybody else."
Finally Bolles asked for other
assignments and he covered the
Phoenix City Hall and the State
Legislature in the months before his
death.
.
But Bolles couldn't stay entirely
away from investigative reporting.
The day· he was injured, Bolles
had gone to a midtown hotel to
meet with John Adamson, who said
he had information about alleged
shady dealings of prominent
republicans, including Sen. Barry
Goldwater. Bolles was skeptical but

~

Three New Hot So.ndwiches
with Roo.st Beef, Ho.m, or Turke.Y
melted Cheese & Seso.me Seed Bun

i(

Representatives .. of
the
Panamanian Embassy and the U.S.
State Dept. will participate in a
public forum on the Panama Canal
treaties along with U.S. Senator
Pete Domenici, UNM faculty
member-s and ~n American Legion
office Nov. 15, from 7 to 10:30
p.m. at the Albuquerque Convention Center.
The symposium is sponsored by
the UNM Student Organization for
Latin American Studies (SOLAS)
with a grant from the New Mexico
Humanities Council. The forum
will be held in the center's CochitiTaos Room.
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lly .lANE QUESNEL
For those who prefer informal
concerts over the stiffer formality
required by some performers, the
Bob Ralston/ Anacani concert was
a real treat.
Sponsored by American Legion
Post #13, the two La wrcnce Welk
Show merpbers presented an hour
and a half of light music and low
key comedy at the Convention
Center,
Backed by local musicians and
drummer Doug Smart, Ralston
opened the show with a medley of
popular Spanish tunes. Dressed in a
white suite with tails, Ralston
alternated between organ and

piano, often playing both at the Me Tender" and ''Swinging On a
same time. It Is obvious that Star." Quickly moving into a
Ralston enjoys playing popular sacred number, he spent more lime
music, and often hams il up during at the piano where his talents are
the flashier passages.
often better appreciated,
After the first medley, Ralston
When Anacani entered for her
spoke easily and confidently to the half of the first portion, Ralston
audience. His running pattern took a back seat, becoming conhelped lend an air of informatlity to ductor and accompanist. She
which the audience responded opened with "La Paloma Blanca,"
actively throughout the evening, and danced naiurally around the
Jokingly, be admonished the crowd stage in a red jumpsuit as she sang.
to keep watching the Welk Show, She followed with three more
because, "after all, we like our numbers, "It's Impossible,'' "Tea
jobs."
For Two (in Spanish)," and
A tribute to the late Elvis Presley "Release Me," in which she
and Bing Crosby followed with showed the strong country side of
·
Ralston playing a medley of "Love her voice.
The first half ended with two
mariachi numbers by Anacani,
after which the band took five, and
Ralston mingled with the audience.
The Cultural Program Committee
Ralston opened the secnod half
The University of New Mexico
with a medley of "old Dutch folk
songs," which sounded remarkably.
like the works of Stephen Foster. It
seems that he and his wife, Fietje,
'were watching television one night
Tickets Now Available For:
when a violinist played a soulful
The Broadway Bluegrass Musical Hit
rendition of "Beautiful Dreamer."
Holland-born Fietje remarked that
~'The Robb~r
it was one of the folk songs she had
sung as a child, and. burst into tears
Tuesday, November 22-8:15 p.m.
when Ralston informed her the
Tickets $9.00, $7.50, $6.00
song was as American as you could
· UNM Students 1/2 Price
get. So it was for her that Ralston
arranged this medley of Foster
songs which he plays.
Finishing his portion with a
medley
of love songs like "Love
Sir Michael Redgrave in
'Letters in the Sand," and "Try to
Anacanl In motion
Remember," Ralston invited the
Sweetheart."
,
Sut Ralston," which was used
audience to sing along on the last
Anacani
returned
wearing
a
bluebetween sets through the course of
Sunday, November 27-8:15 p.m.
number, "Let Me Call You
sequined
jumpsuit
which,
inthe
evening, when suddenly Ralston
Tickets $7.00, $6.00, $5.00
cidentally, she made herself. returned to the organ and swung
Students, Faculty/Staff- 1/2 Price
Opening up to a question and into the Lawrence Welk closing
answer session, she stated that she theme. Sure enough, bubbles began
likes making her own clothes, is still to rise from behind the organ
.studying
guitar and accordibn, and ending the evening in the only
Hilarious Travesty Dance Company
will never reveal her age, and - to possible way. ·
the groans of the audience - that
The only disappointment of the
she is aating a "Texano." Thrilling evening was the continual presence
the audience again with her fine of promoter Don Lesman on stage.
vocals on "Solitaire" and Never missing a chance to plug the
"Caricoca," Anacani's best Thomas organs he sells (and which
Featured on Shirley MacLain Special
number of the evening was y~t to Ralston uses exclusively), Lesman
and Johnny Carson Show
come, - "Stop and Smell the was a constant reminder of the
Two Performances - Two Different Programs
Roses."
commercialism many concerts are
Anacani closed the show with a now subject to.
Mon., Tues.- Dec. 5,6- 8:15p.m.
medley which included "The Way
Bob Ralston did a very tasteful
Tickets: $9.00, $7.50,$6.00
We Were," "Yesterday," and an demonstration of a Thomas
UNM Students -112 Price
uptempo version of.,I'll Be Seeing automatic organ at the end of the
You." She has a tremendously intermission, and had agreed to
versatile voice, capable of the most appear at Lesman's shop the
Tickets Available At Popejoy
subtle shadings. Whether she sings following morning with Anacani.
mariachi or country, pop or light However, an announcement of this
and Student Union Box Offices
rock, Anacani's voice is strong and should have been enough, and it is
vibrant, and promises a long career sad when a concert must suffer
ahead.
under a continual barrage of ad·
The band had swung into "'Hut vertising.

Popejoy Hall

Bridegroom?'

"Shakespeare's People"

"Les Ballets Trockadero
de Monte Carlo"

Forlow Hopp,y Hour
By ROBERT SPIECEL
In keeping with their recent emphasis on bringing in name acts, the
Golden Inn presented Billy C. Farlow (former front-man for Commander
Cody and his Lost Planet Airmen) over the weekend. Billy C. played three
sets of his very danceable and very listenable western swing music.
Billy C.'s back up band, including Tommy Thomson on guitar and
vocals, Dania! Bliech on bass, Bruce Saxton (looking like a young Truman
Capote)
. . on saxes, Billy Philadelphia on piano and Jerry-Lee Lewis vocals
smgmg drummer, Steve Puleo, and Joe Goldmark on Steel, was solid,
though there are a few New Mexican bands, such as The Last Mile
Ramblers, and Ozone Express, that could challenge Billy C.'s band
musically. This is not a slight to Billy C.'s band, but' a compliment to New
Mexican swing bands.
Billy C. was his wild, good-timing self. All the stage craziness that
marked Commander Cody was carried by Billy C. alone. That's alright·
Billy C. can handle it, but with Commander Cody, the entire band wa~
wild; they recharged each other. There was no one on stage at Golden to
encourage Billy, and consequently, at times his wildness seemed forced.
But the music itself was great from the opening ancient Elvis tunes
"Good Rocking Tonight" and "Milk Cow Boggie" through Commande;
Cody material such as "Seeds and Stems." Billy C. also introduced new
material that is in the vein of Bob Wills and the Texas Playboys. These
were mostly Billy C, tunes that are humorously concerned with sex and
drugs. The crowd, a little more than 200 was very recepfive to Billy C.'s
"Goody Rocking Tonight" spirits.
The upcoll'ling schedule at the Golden Inn slates The Moonlighters
(other former members of Commander Cody, pluys ex-members of Asleep
at the Whee) for this coming weekend: The The Dave Bromberg Band for
Nov. 22 and 23; and a return engagement of Taj Mahal for NO'{. 30 and
Dec. I.
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Sweaters, Jeans, T -Shirts-Jackets & Much More.
You Can Buy At Half Price Or Less
Kennington

Vests

Gal's
Tops

$550

$350

$350

2 for'6

2 for '6

Corduroy

Shirts
Fact.
Irreg.

We Will Be Open Sundays, llam to 5am Thru Christmas

We Offer More For Less
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Queen's Jubilee
A Colot FestivQI
The only thing lacking was their
horses, as the Grenadier Guards
and the Scots Guards performed in
the UNM Arena last Thursday,
Governor
Apodaca
had
prolclaimed the day "Salute to
Queen Elizabeth Day," and
Albuquerque turned out en masse
to welcome these visiting divisions,
celebrating the Queen's Silver
Anniversary.
Serving as a warm-up, the UNM.
Lobo Marching Band provided a
half-hour show before the formal
entrance of 'the Guards, many of
whom came into the Arena to
listen. applauding appreciatively at
the end of each number.
To begin the pageantry, the
Grenadier Guards assembled on the
floor while playing "British
Grenadiers," followed by the Scots
who plaved "Scotland the Brave"

Vi en no Bo,ys
Dressed in sailor suits, faces
shining under short haircuts, the
Vienna Choir Boys are returning to
Albuquerque, They will present a
concert at the First United
Methodist Church on Thurs. Nov.
10, as a part of the Music Vesper
Series. The Church is ·located at
Fourth and Lead SW.
Founded in 1498, the Vienna
Choir Boys have been an Austrian
institution ever since. The few boys
who are talented and hard-working
enough to gain admission, live at
the private academy where they
keep up their general studies while
receiving musical instruction. Good
marks are a .must,· and each boy
may be subject to dismisal should
he fail to attain high scholastic and'
musical standards.
At the age of 10, most boys are
assigned to one of four touring
groups. A choir member can expect
a career of three years (approximately) before his voice begins
to change. Although travelling with
these groups can be an education in
itself, all missed school work must
be made up once the choir returns
home.
This year's program includes
classical selections by Brahms,
Mendelssohn, Schubert, and
Strauss, with more contemporary
pieces by llartok and Planyavsky,
and the choir's usual performance
of a '~miniwopera."

as they marched in. The national
anthems of England and the United
States were then played, with much
ceremony and military dignity. It
was an awesome opening, this
joining of peoples whose forebears
had once been such bitter eneimies.
After the opening, the Grenadier
Guards marched off, leaving the
Scots to play a medley of
traditional tunes while weaving in
and out of formations, Then,
dividing the show, the two groups
often performed individually, at
other times marching as a single
unit, and it was their joint performances which was the most
spectacular.
The Band of the Grenadier
Guard (the oldest of Her Majesty's
seven Regiments) wore the
traditional red tunics, blue trousers,
and bearskin caps so familiar to
those who have seen the Changing
of the Guard at Buckingham
Palace. 1 oined by the pipes, drums,
and dancers of the Scots Guards,
who were dressed in Royal Stuart
kilts and black feather bonnets, the
one group merged with the other in
a colorful display of precision
marching and formation drill.
Often they executed a slow,
dragging, march step which gave
them the appearance of skating on
ice. The most difficult maneuvers
were executed with no apparent
effort. Despite the their their
common colors of dress, the
contrast between the two groups
was striking. Disappointingly, due
to the small size of the Arena, they
were unable to perform a true
Changing
of
the
Guards
Ceremoney.
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LODO photos by D. M.Fiynn

Jubilee brings the parade of the wooden soldiers.
Due to the magic of movies and and ability, and at one point verv Long Way to Tipperary," "Over
television, Highland dancing is a credibly imitated the chii~es of Big There," "When Johnny Comes
familiar sight, but these dancers Ben. Not alone confined to Marching Home," "Pack Up Your
topped anything ever portrayed on traditional English marches, the Troubles," etc. To close this
a screen. In groups of four, they did band played "Tijuana Taxi," segment, members of the band
reels and traditional sword dancing, "Lara's Theme," and a. Sousa whistled the opening stanzas of the
yet no matter how long they march. The crowd seemed to be two whistle-marches, "The Longest
danced, they were able to "stop on particularly pleased with the Day," and "River Kwai March."
a dime" and remain motionless Marching Through the Wars
With a group like this, there is
with no visisble tiring.
segment, responding by clapping never an encore, and everyone was
The band of the Grenadier and singing along as the band truly reluctant to see them march
Guards showed a great diversity Jlli!yed "Lili Marlene," "It's a off after thef final salute,

0
\

A Grenadier

MONDAY
NIGHT
FOOTBALL
relax and
watch the game
on one of
our.2 TV's
For every pitcher
of beer purchased
during Monday
nights foo1ball

game, you receive a
ticket good for one

chance to win a - - - '
regulation footbali!
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(Next door to Cll!Jc:y RextJll Drug)

Lomas at Washington
255-6329
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Eyeglasses or Contact Lenses
One day service, quality and
style at reasonable cost

Casey Optical Co.
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Good thru
Wed., Nov. 9

Buy any·
bong and get
• •
a concert mm1
bong FREE!

Game-Time
Special
$}50
Big 6Q oz.

pitcher
Kick off to Final gun

HOFBRAU LOUNGE

CEXBRAL
STORE
6

111 Harvard SE • 8117 Menaul NE

Penn. and Menaul 299-9924
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Lobos Wake-Up in Second Half
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Miners, School Records Fall
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By .JON TUTTLE
LOJIO Sports Writer
::::
The New Mexico Lobes broke
:2: three school records, a three game
conference losing streak, and the
';:; upset dreams of a spirited Texal-El
Paso, team, outclashing the Miners

::E

o

:£

33 to 17 Saturday night at
University Stadium.
Mike Williams, who last week
lost his Western Athletic Conference rushing lead to Wyomings
Myron Hardeman, took a giant
leap in regaining it as he rushed for

a UNM record 236 yards, falling
three yards short of the WAC
record.
"I have ·been thinking about
getting 200 yards all last week, and
the 200 yards really come in
handy," the big fullback grinned.
Williams also broke Sam
Scarbers 1969 record by carrying
.... the ball47 times.
"I really didn't get tired until the
,.. last drive so I didn't know how
many times I had carried the ball.
~ It's a great feeling. I just can't
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Employment
Opportunities
Openings are now available in nuclear power,
engineering, aviation, business management,
civil engine~ring and nursing. Starting pay
and allowance is $12,000. Bonuses in select
fields. Medical and dental care is provided.
For further information call (505) 766·2335 or
send resume to Navy Information Team, P.O.
Box 8667, Albuquerque, i\JM 87108.

Finally, on fourth and goal,
sprinted to the left and galloped
over the goal line to give UTEP a 97 advantage, Alvarez' point-after
attempt sailing wide. That was one
of two PAT's he was to miss, along
with the blocked field goal attempt,
Alvarez' number is 13.
Two minutes later, UNM center
Tom Ryan snapped the ball over
punter Max Hudspeth's head, who,
standing on the goal line, failed to
retrieve it before It rolled past the
end line for a safety.
UNM kicker Alan Moore then
carne out to kick the ball from the
20-yard line, He booted it 90 yards
out of the end zone.
Harold Johnson ended UTEP's
scoring five minutes before the
half, hauling ill a Ramirez aerial at
midfield and turning it into an SOyard scoring play.
The UNM defense came out of

the lockerroom as a seemingly
different team. Charles Baker had a
hand in seven tackles, with James
Coffey and Mike Forrest also
getting in on the act.
Lobo head coach, Bill Mandt,
said the domination the Lobes
assumed in the second half made
him feel good.
"We made some defensive
adjustments in the second half, we
went to different coverages. Our
defense has Jots of options and our
coaches have done a great job of
getting them taught .... My coaches
made the right 'adjustments and it
made me look smart.''
He added, "Baker and the guys
up front had a great game."
In the final quarter, Jones
screwed his throwing arm on tighter
and three TO passes of five and 29
yards to Kieth Ellis and Preston
Dennard respectively.

believeii."
The final record was for penalties
-nine of them for 160 yards.
The win ups the Lobes record to
4-s,' 1-3 in wAc play. The Miners
sink to 1-7, and 0-4 in the conference.
Things started rolling almost
immediatelyfortheLobos.At8:40
into the game, cornerback Jon
sutton blocked a. Migu~I Alvar,z
field goal try, Wtth Mtke Forest
pouncing on it on the UNM 43.
Only 17 seconds later, after Don
Barnes broke open for a 38 yard
gain, Williams hopped skipped and
squirmed, apparently prefering to·
do it without blocking, into the end
zone for the game's first score.
At this point the game looked to
be a sure Iaugher but UTEP turned
the tide one minute later with
Alvarez booting in a 43-year field
goal.
C. J. Jones, starting his second
game, came out mixing his plays
well, but failed to complete a pass
until the second stanza. Jones
ended up with a respectable nine of
23, tossing no interceptions.
His UTEP conterpait, Oscar
Ramirez, however could only hit
seven of 23 and threw one pass into·
the grateful arms of UNM safety
Mark Koskovich.
Ramirez,
consistently
inconsistent throughout the· game,
threw one pass over the head of his
receiver and into the New Mexico
bench, apparently intendeq for one
time UTEP mentor Gil Bartosh,
now UNM defensive coordinator.
Robert Elliot, the Miners answer
LOBO photo by Wendel T. Hunt
to Williams, brought UTEP to the
UNM two-yard line two minutes
Split end Preston Dennard (80} hauls in a pass for a
into the second period, only to be
stopped cold twice in a row by a long Lobo gain as Miner defender Curtis Stevenson /15}
looks on.
determined Lobo line.
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ART & CRAFT SUPPLIES/DRAFTING SUPPLIES/PICTURE FRAMING
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2510 Central Ave. SE, Albuquerque, NM 87106 /505-265-3733~
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"

FROM Jt)HNSON GYM

predicted.
Baker said, "I didn't think I
played that good, but everybody's
been telling how good I played."
UTEP's signal caller, Oscar
Ramirez, who was not scheduled to
start because of a sore shoulder
started anyway and found Baker
and company breathing down his
back.
"My arm was all right. We just
didn't execute in that second half. I
threw that interception to Mark
Koskovich and it kind of messes us
up," Ramirez said with a grim
look.
Lobo 11eld general, Jones said,
"I knew we had to get in the end
zone and we did. We made up our
minds this week that we were going
to win our first conference game
and we did.''

England Dan &
JoHn ~g~ESOiev
Mary MacGregor
Also Comedian

Billy Braver
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volleyball player
court in an effort to return the ball. The women lost to
Texas·EI Paso three games to one.
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Spikers Drop
T\IVO at Hollle

Alb, Ticket Agency in Coronado Center (883-1080)
General Store Both Locations
LP Goodbuy Both Locations
The Candyrnen In Santa Fe
Blue Ice Production
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By PETEU MADRID
LUBO Sports Editor
In any college varsity sport rivalry is seemingly always established
opponent.
against
in-state team
women'sanvolleyball
did justFriday
this. night in Johnson Gym,.the UNM

Sob thcz.ater
---~o~n~Q,~~d~o~ll~a~r~--..,-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Where we lost was on ball control."
'1'
Tile Aggie squad of State coach Gail Parkin, outmuscled the Lobes with
the fine spiking of Debbie Pettes.
"The only way to beat a team like State," Butler said, is to play strategy ~
all the way. We did that in the first two games but couldn't get anything

i(
i(

5 all students 5·
:

on the team can start."
"I'm not a real flashy runner,"
Williams conceded,
Safety Max Hudspeth stood
outside in the cool autumn air with
his arm wrapped around a pretty
little lady and said, "It was a good
win for us, but we're not going to
quit now. When you're in a hole,
you're the only one, who can get
yourself out."
Back inside the lockerroom,
Charles Baker stood next to several
newspaper clippings taped on the
wall. All of them contained the
words "UTEP Miners". Baker
smiled.
.
"Everything went right in the
second half. We knew we had w
win and we did," Baker said.
"We're going to be 7-5 now and
that'd he a good season,'' he

And Special Guest Star

i(

•

& Teachers with current I.D.

on a table in the locker room,
relaxed and flashed a smile of
confidence on his face.
"I'd been kinda down all week. I
should have had a better game
against New Mexico State," he
said.
"It was a bit of personal pride. I
had to go out there and prove that
I'm the back that I am," He said as
once again the confident sl)1ile
appeared.
He said with equal pride, "I want
to express my total gratitude to my
trench hogs."
The offensive linemen, or
commonly called the trench hogs,
include Pat Warfield, Ron Hegge,
center Tom Ryan, Jake Gonzales,
and Rick Giroue.
Jones said, "The offensive line
executed real well. They gave me
plenty of time to pass."
Williams, UNM's closest thing to
a superstar, said, "I never want to
let myself get big-headed. I believe
if I let myself get like that, dissent

Tl1e loss was a conference defeat for the fern spikers of coach Barbara ~
Butler.
~
Commenting on the game, Butler said, "We played a lot of offense at
the stan of the first game. We had our tandem and our shoot set going. ~

i 10X discount i
:
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i
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Williams began shattering Miners
as well as rushing records.
1ones got his throwing arm in
working order and began to
complete passes to Preston Dennard and Keith Ellis.
Defensive end Charles Baker
hagan haunting UTEP quarterback
Oscar Ramirez.
The result was a second half 23-0
shutout and the Lobes never
doubted they could do it.
Williams, a much sought after
individual '!ftcr the game, granted
one more interview as he sat himself

The Lobo
newbychapter
to the
the first
UNM-New
Mexico
rivalry
as the spikers
women added
Aggiesaslid
UNM in
two games
15-8,State
and ~
l~-13, then blew the Lobes off the court in the third and deciding game 15- ~

,.••••••••••••••••.,
•

By ED .JOHNSON
LOBO Sports Writer
It almost became a nightmare.
The UNM Lobo football team
found itself floundering through
the first half against Texas-El Paso
in a game they knew they mus~ win,
a game they had made up their
minds they were going to win,
If you talked to quarterback C.J.
Jones, how he would have told you
the dismal first half was "just me. I
can't blame anybody but myself."
Then Jones and his roommate
n to click.
Mike Williams

Junior fullback Mike Williams (40} is upended by Miner roving corner back Ken Yates (17).
Williams ran for 237yards enroute to leading the 'Pack to a 33-17win.
(';.EW MEXICO J3, l'EXAS·I!L PASO'i7
. Fir<! Downs- UTEP )0, tiNM 25;
.Y.,.dt Rushing- U'rEP 42·112, UNM 71).
.319; Yards l'ossing - UTEP 116, UNM
'ISS; Tota1 Offense ·- lTT'EP 288, UNM
'A79; Passing~ UTEP 7-23·1, UNM 9·23-0;
Punts·Averag<- U'I'EP 6-Ja, UNM 3-31;
Fumble~"Lost-- UitP 1·1, UNM 3·0:
Penaltie..'t·Ynrdagc - UTE.P 645, 9·160;
Return Yardage- UTEP 4, UNM 58.

UTEP

New Mexico

UNM- Mi~c

314 00-17

i 3 10 13-33
WlllHlPJ:O: l3run(Jim

Hay.nes kwkJi UTEfl --; tj

~hgu!!l

going in the final one."
Butler said the turning point in the game came when her squad was down
14-13 in the second game. The lobo spikers had several opportunities to tie
and possibly win but never quite made the comeback.
Butler said, "That last point in the second game was the turning point.'
Wedidn'tplaywellafter that."
"We shouldn't do that," said a disappointed Butler, "the mental breakdown really hurt the girls. Mentalness is, such an important part of
volleyball."
·
All hough her squad won, State mentor Parkin said, "There is a definite
lack ·Of communication on the team. I can't get the girls to talk to each
other on the court. We have the skills to win, it's just that the team spirit
i~n't there •·
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Alvar·

ez 1.1; l:PEP- Rober1 ... Hiott 1 run (kkk
failed); UrEP- sMety, 00!1 snapped out
of end 1.0ne; UTEP -- Harold ,J{)bnson BG

pas.s from Of car_ :Ramirez (lcick failed);

UNM- FG Ha1•nes 44; UNM- Williams
l run (Haynes kick); U:-.TM-. FG Haynes
26; UNM - Keith Ell!' S ross from C.J .
Jones (kick failed); UNM- Ptcston Den·
nard 29 from .rones (Haynes k!~f0·

WHILE YOU WAIT
• prompt, courteotu service • convcnlant off str~t parking • collating and

stapling, drilling and binding to<klhkln•l •h••a01l • open tovOn /7) rliys a week to
glva you moro sarvlco • offset prlntfng, typasettlhg, artlst5, cre~tiva design.
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CLASS, $8S.OO, I be!)room, utililies
Fencctl ynrtl. Z6~·1751, Valley Rentals.
SJO.IJO fee,
ll/9
T!IRfi£> lll.OC:KS W UNM. Cozy I bedroom,
$125.00. 262·175 I, Valley Rentals. $30.00 fee, 11/9
ROOM & BOA)( D: rcsporisi!Jic fcrnale to live-In
(private bedroom/bath), & care for 2 children, ages
1 & 9, 2:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m., Monday· Friday,
end of November thru May. Jlomc 3 blocks from
UNM. 265·5318.
11/9
WANTED: female interc5lcd in taking over lease for
spring .1cmcs1er al the College Inn. Karen, 242·
p;~iiJ,

8798.

S.

11/10

FORSALE

MAXIJI.L UD C-90 cassettes. $3.00 each. Minimum
order six. Free local delivery same week. firefly,
~
Oox 7583,87104, 256-1495.
1212
~
20 USED PORTI\IJLE TV's. $30.00 to $60.00. 441
0
Wyoming NE, 255-5987.
1/27
SINGER fUT\JRA iigwg sewing machine. Top of
line, still guaranteed. Auto. bobbin winder, com·
puterlzcd bultonholer, IDO's of fancy stitches. Reg,
$800.00; now $150.00 cash. 821·4256.
11/14
DlAJ..·O·MATIC zig-zag sewing machine, makes
buttonholes, sews on buttons, monograms, without
attachments. $27.00 and take machine. 268·4393,
11/15
PIND YOURSELF !n the Peace Corps. Ortega 233,
277·5907.
rs SONY C·60 cassette tapes. Unheard of value, 12 for
$12.00. Hi-Fi House, 255-1694, 3011 Monte Vista
LOST; reversible jacket beige canvas, brown-beige
NE.
11111
wool plaid, Elasticized waist belt. $20.00 reward,
NEW SONY TRINATRON, Unclaimed lay-a-way.
266·9415, Just wanlthc)ackct.
11/11
Color TV, brand new, guarantee, no down payFOUND: ncar bookstore, man's jacket. Claim Rm.
ment. $7.75 per month till balance is paid off. 266105, Murronl·lall.
I 1/11
5871.
FOUND: 1117 In SE section of SUll, corner by clock,
11/15
leutltcr jacket wllh keys. Claim Marron Hall, Rtn,
DUE
TO
Dl
VORCE.
Will
sacrifice
equity.
Red
105.
11111
Cla5sic Ill und altachmcnls. Assume payments of
$7.00 month, new guarantee. 266·5872,
11/15
PIONEER REPOSSESSED STEREO. Complete
stereo system, full sized lurntablc, big speakers, big
AM/FM stereo, Jape player. Assume payments,
QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
$7.82 per month, 268-4394.
11/15
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
.ICholastlc, Chnrts& tubles, 345·2125,
1212 IJEST FOR LOWEST. Hitachi D·220 casseue deck
w/Dolby. Superior specs. $159.99. Hi·Fi House,
LSAT·MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare now.
255-1694, 3011 Monte VIsta NE.
11/11
Calli'ENM 842-5200.
tfn
BEIITIN 10-speed,$210,00,Gary,292·1799.
11/8
TYI'ING: MA, English, on-campus. 296·8564,
fs
CLEARANCE SALE on all merchandise, Shirts only
SERVE In the Peace Corps. Orlega 233. 277·5907. fs
$3.50 or 2 for $(,.()()at Culifornia Fashion Outlet,
EDITORIAL ASSISTANCE on dissertations,
231R Central SE, ucross from campus. 266·6872.
report.<, proposal~, scripts. Fraucngluss Associates,
11/8
•
344·83~4.
11/18
female,
red
&
tun
Dobcrmann
puppies,
TOP
DOGS:
EXPER'fl;Yr•ING, 266·4567.
11/9
$30.00. Male, $50.00, 265·9423.
1117
CLASSICAl. GUITAR LESSONS. Segovln method.
CI\Sll
PAID
for
baseball
cards.
Richard,
299-4687.
11/10
Beginners Welcome. 266-9291,
11110
FAMOUS QUIVIRA BOOKSHOP and Photography
HERMES
10
typewriter.
Elite
type,
excellent
condi·
Gallery is Vz block from Johnson Gym on. Cornell.,
tlon, $200.00.293-3250 weekdays.
11/8
1117
Special order service.
GOLF
CLUBS.
Haig
Uliras,
bng
&
covers
included,
AIKJI)O LESSONS. Martial Art - Medlluilon.
u<ed twlcel $200.00. 293·3250 weekdays.
11/8
Sundla Judu Clubs. 255·4629,
11/11
MONSTER
SALE.
Now
in
progress
at
UNM
Book·
LEGAL SERVICES. UNM l.aw School Clinical Law
store- books, records, gi(ts, supplies!
11/10
Program offer.< legal services for students and staff:
TBE GOLD STReET CIRCUS - Inventory, fix.
Furnl•hcd by qualified law students under faculty
lures, etc., E~cellcnl businc.<s opportunity. Contact
~upcrvision. Availability limlled to those whose
Century-21 Action Realty, 881-6446,
11/9
;ts~cl• nnd income do not exceed established guide·
lines, $2.00 registration fcc, Call 277·2913 or 2771965 PLY SW. Loaded, dependable, $500.00. 877·
3604 ror information and appointments.
1117 •
8072.
ll/9
CUSTOM WOOD FRAME mirrors. Great X-mas
gift. 877-8072 after S p.m.
11/9
• USeD STRAIGHTGRAIN llRIARS: betler than
new I Fiitest hnnd-craflsmnnshlp by Europe's best.
Ask about It at Pipe & Tobacco Road, 107 Cornell
Sll. •
11/11
SllALAKO INN has deluxe efficiencies from
5145.00, utilities p$ties paid. City bus service down
1975 YAMAHA DT400B Enduro motorcycle, Excel·
Central avnilable. Apartment includes modern
lent condition, low mileage, $750.00. 298·0735.
kitdten. Lounge, restaurant & .<wimming pool on
11/10
premi~cs. 12901 Central NE. 299·0434.
12/2
MINOL.TA 101 SRT, 58mm F 1.41ens.lncludcs case,
POOR OPEN MINDED mnn seeks same In woman
fillers, clcclronic nash & charger. $150.00. Call
10 'hare small house. $35.00/month. Dave, 242·
Mike, 277-4045 days, or 1826 Mesa Visla NE after.
2933.
ll/8
s.
11/10
SELMER Sl<JNET ODOE- make offer. 881·1046.
SHARE EXPENSES with n friend. Spacloll• 2
bdrm., quiet NE Heights neighborhood. Walk or
11/l 0
bikch1UNM.89~·9212.
11/9
0

-;

ACCURATE INFORMATION AllOIJT contrnccp·
lion, sterililntion, abortion. Righi to Choose, 294.
0171.
12/3
Monday Nile Footl>all, Dog'.l, Suds, Green Chi lie;til~~ Ncd'sl
1117
t'ONTAC·rs7'1 Polishing & solutiotls, Casey Optical
Company, 255·6736.
tfn
SIBERIAN HUSKY NEEDS good loving horne with
lois or room. Call after6 a.m. 268·1082.
11/11
TO ALICE, have a linppy 21st13lrthday, l.ove Stan
II/?
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, l,D, photos. Lowest
prices In town. Past, pleasing, Call 265·2444 or
11/18
come to 1717 Girard Nil.
HAPPY BIHTHDAY CHARLES, Lori and Lori's
friend T.S.
11/7
TIM - "Hell On Wheel~" helped make the Hell u
little ea~ler to take. Thank yott. Lc~lie.
1117
WANT(lD. Active members for The Committee for
the On-going Hcvolutlon. Don'i just stnnd lherel
Do something! Join Now! For iuformation write,
COMFORT, 605 W, 47th Street, Kansas City, MO.
64112.
11/7

Wilt K TO

2.

LOST AND FOUND

3.

SERVICES

4.

HOUSING

ON CAMPUS RESERVED PAitKINU, paved lot.
$7.50 rcrnnindcr or .\cme$ter. $20,00 spring
1emc~tcr, Cull Mike, 277.4045 days, or 1826 Mesa
Vl~ta NE after S.
11/10
GEJ(J(Y YEAR ROUNP II pack lent, $100.00, 298·
. 08)7.
11/10
OFFICE CHAIR: arms, reclining, steel frame, ball
~UII ers. $35.00. 255·681 0,
11/7
1964 DODGe 01\.RT. $~00.00. 265·820),
11/11
ONE PAIR lrAdc·in llosc ~01 speakers, $85.00/ca.
IIi· Pi House, 255·1694, )011 Monte Visla NE.
IIIli
STEReO KENWOOD'- PIONeER- DUAL, oneyear-uld, Cost $835.00 new. Offer over $450,00,
420 Ex panola SE, Apt.A.
11/11

6.

EMPLOYMENT

Work in lhe PEACE CORPS, Ortega 2)3, 277·
5907' rs
WANTEO.PART TIME help as Security Guards.
Hours flexible. Call S.I,A., 242·5261,
11/14
OVERSEAS JOBS. summer/year-round. Europe, S.
America, Australia, Asia, etc. All fields, $500·
$1200 monthly. Expenses paid, sigl!lseeing. Free in·
formation - write International Job Center, Dept.
NB, Box4490, Berkel~y, CA 94704.
11/4
ADDRESSERS WANTED immediately! Work ul
home ~ no e.~pcrierwe nece~sary - excellent pay.
Write American Service, 8350 Park Lane, ~uite
2fo9, Dallas, TX 75231.
11/lt\
PART TIME sales clerk & stocking. Must be over 21
years old. Apply in pcr,mn. Saveway Liquor Stores,
5704 Lomas NE: 5516 Mcnual Blvd, NE.
11/8
CHELSEA STREET PUB BEATS the new minimum
wage, Kit chert help starting pay $2.65(hr. Waiter&
waitress openings available, super pay- super tips,
Apply in person, Coronado Center. Part or full
lime, day or night shirts.
12/1
EARN UP to $5.00 an hour selling SEERS Weekly.
Call247·1518.
11/9
TEMPORARY PART TIME employment: Stay-In·
School Program, Kirtland AFJ3, Jobs include:
engineering aides, math aides, physical science
aides, clerks & clerk-typists. Pay: $2.30/hr. •
$4.28/hr. Apply through Work-Study Ofrice, Mesa
Vista Hall. Kirtland is an Equal Opportunity Em·
ployer.
12/2 .
NEEDED DAYTIME pad age store help; must be21
11/10
or over. Apply 4200 Central SE,
EDUCATION STUDENTS NEEDED for temporary
pilot child care program. Call345-3766.
1117

7.

TRAVEL

RIDES TO NYC weekly. $55.00. lTC, 255-6830.
11111
RIDllS TO L.A. & SAN FRANCISCO weekly.
$39.00. lTC, 255·6830.
11/11

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

CONTACT LENS SPECIAL
New tint enhances eyes
Call us for price

Casey Optical Co.
(next door to Ca.!f1J Rc:roll Drug)

Lomas at Washington
255-8736

Covered
WITagon
Malcers of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

TDDAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

51 Throw rocks
UNITED Feature Syndicate
at
52 Certain rays
Friday's Puzzle Solved:
1 Heavenly
instruments 54 Contem6 Egypt. god
plates
of creation 58 Fitzgerald or ~-:t-~!::l-1
10 Large
Cinders
number
59 in the
14 Separately
direction of
15 Israel tribe
61 Honor
16 Paris airport 62 Humble
1 7 Army officer 63 Shortly
18 Turkish title 64 Evergreen
19 High pr!ced 65 Emendate
20 Flower
66 Pairs
67 Playing
organ:
prelix
cards
22 Arranged in
Sl,lccession
DOWN
'I
24 Unseals
1 Poor actors: Miri"T"inn~
26 Cal.
Informal
t...:..~..=.a..~c...
mountain
2 Pit---warning
'high goals
'.27 Musical
3 Ruler in
device
42 Changeable
composition
India
21 Final
43 Lawbreaker
30 Bank abbr.·
4 Advance In
46 Mr. Chaney
23 Hindu
31 Canadian
rank
47 Whole
princess
Indian
5 Zebra
48 -----de
25 Makes firm
32 Cold crystal
feature
cacoa
27 Plant
in the air
6 Sad
49 Dragged
37 According
7 Pro--disease
with force
to: 2 words
8 Vis-:..-:
28 Man's name 50----38 Reveal·
Face to
29 Chime
Stevenson
40 Cereal
face
33 U.S.A. Nov.
53---- goose
grass
9 Lowly
events
p
· 55 rotuberance
34 Accom P 1•ts hes
41 Vatican City
worker
56 Low cart
palace
1 0 Dress
35 Tardy
36 Gr, letters
57 E. Ind.
43 Stiff hair
designer
38 River
weights
44 Beverage
11 Regions
60 --- little,--deposit
45 Overshadows· 12 Color
39 Pursuer of
· late
48 Magna ------ 1 3 London
ACROSS

FREE! FREE! FllEE! Outdoor portrait, Sx7 double·
weight. Absolutely no strings attached! UNM students, faculty, staff or immediate family (1.0.
required). Sunday, November 13, 10 a.m. to4 P·l11·
Come to A·Phtltographer, 1717 Girard Blvd. NE,
just north of lnidan School Rd., opposite the Albu·
qucrqucTcnnis Club. Dogs, cats, pets welcome.
IIIII

II
II
You can learn Spanish
or French or ... Call:

ALBUQUERQUE
LANGUAGE
INSTITUTE
304C San Pablo SE
266-1600
•

New _Mexico Daily Lobo
Please place the following classified .advertisement in the New Mexico Daily
L?bo
times(s) beginning
·
, under the heading
(cucle one): 1. Personals;
2. Lost & Found;
3. Services;
4. Housing;
6. Employment;
7. Travel
8. Miscellaneous.
5. For Sale;

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Classified Advertising Rates
15c per word, $1.00 minimum charge
Tenns Cash in advance

EncloSP.d $ _ _ _ Placed b y - - - - - Telephone

L

Hours: 8:30 A.M. to 4:30 P .lVL
Monday thru Friday
Marron Hall, Room 105
Mail To
UNM Box 20,-University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico B7131

